
To whom this may concern,

My name is Venicia Rasmussen, international singing, acting/performance coach, 
and professional Singer/Songwriter with more than 12 years of teaching and 
performance experience worldwide. I am confident in my unique ability to significantly 
contribute to the success of your student's objectives. Dedication, Discipline, and 
Determination are the three DDD´s for a purposeful start in singing. 

I privately teach in Germany and Pasadena and hold seasonal Masterclasses. As 
a fervent supporter of music education, I possess a keen ability to coach students and 
adults.  My students are successful in pursuing various music /art-related opportunities. 

Along with my performance accomplishments, I have also held prestigious 
professional positions, including an assistant teaching job at a German Conservatory 
and as a Music Therapy Coach for children and adults in multiple music schools. 
I am a technical teacher but find a resolution and musical plan to fit like a glove for 
every unique voice type and personality. I love to focus on: the mental and physical 
preparation, breath support, music theory, interpretation, rhythm, flow, and dynamics of 
a phrase..etc Let us build a plan together to conquer your must ultimate musical goals!

My education: Master in Music and Bachelor in Music (Singing, Music Therapy, 
Performance, and Teaching) from Karlsruhe Conservatory for Music. I started piano 
studies and playing violin competitively. I have performed since a child as a prodigy 
violinist and singer in Gospel Church Choir, Musical theater productions, to international 
tours as a soloist in the Vatican and on international stages from Asia-Europe and sea.

Singing and music represent to me the language of authenticity; therefore, I only 
teach and communicate with each individual uniquely with his/her special interest. 
Speaking four languages fluently gives me a multi-spectrum in musical expression, a 
reflective and intellectual understanding to communicate with all different calibers of 
people, and an empathetic ear and sense for all voice types and cultural backgrounds. I 
was born in a musical heartwarming theatrical family, which gives depth to my coaching 
and connections.

I have been in numerous stage productions from Musical theater- Pop Music- 
Gospel- Soul and Classical Opera Singing. My students vary from Professional Artists/
Magicians, Hobby musicians, and aspiring singers. 

Happy to support you while creating music!
Blessings, 

Venicia Sandria Rasmussen
www.veniciarasmussen.com 
venicia.rasmussen@gmail.com 
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